
 
 
MIDDLE SCHOOL RESOURCE 
God’s Way: Session 7 
 
Do Not Murder 
Key Statement: The Sixth Commandment helps us to understand 1) what murder 
is, 2) what drives it, and 3) the cure for it.  
 
::CONNECT:: 
 
Option 1: Lead-In 

• Inform one volunteer that their job is to explain murder and its 
consequences to the class. 

• After the student’s explanation, read to them Matthew 5:21. Now, ask the 
same volunteer to explain spiritual murder and its consequences to the 
class. 

• After the explanation, discuss with the class the difference between 
murder and spiritual murder. How does Jesus really “up the ante” on what 
murder is? How should this affect our hearts? 

 
Option 2: Diagnosis and Cure 

• Lead students to produce a drawing or a skit of spiritual murder, as 
defined by Jesus in Matthew 5:21-22 (point two in our lesson). 

• When they’ve finished, guide them to present their drawings or skits, 
pointing out how those examples are spiritual murder: they devalue 
human life created in the image of God (be that devaluation through 
actions, words, or attitude). 

• Now they are to take the same situation they drew or acted out, and they 
must “cure” that heart using the points made in Point 3 of our lesson. Point 
them to 1 John 3. It’s not just about actions; it’s about a new heart given 
as a gift of the Holy Spirit. 

 
 

::CONVEY:: 
 
If you are pressed for time this week, consider just a brief overview of each point 
in order to fit all three of them in.   
 



Remember, this is merely a suggested outline adaptation for a middle school 
group. If you decide to incorporate one or more option into your group time, you 
will likely have to be very selective on the material you decide to teach through. 
Keep in mind that each class is different, and as the leader guide suggests, 
personalize the lesson content for your class by determining what elements are 
most applicable. Don’t feel pressured to teach through all of the content in a 
single meeting, but instead help middle school students to see the main overall 
point and big picture the lesson is conveying.  
 
::COLLIDE:: 
 
See Leader Guide 
 


